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Economic Case Compliance 

The table below, taken from the Department for Transport’s guidance on its approach to 

making major investment decisions, The Transport Business Cases (January 2013), 

demonstrates the Economic Case’s fit with requirements. 

Element Addressed in Economic Case Section 

Introduction 
Setting out the approach for 
appraising the scheme 

Chapter E1 

Options appraised See Strategic Case Chapter E3, 

Assumptions 
Key sources of inputs and 
assumptions used in the appraisal 

Chapter E4 and Appendix D 
Appraisal Specification Report 

Appraisal Summary Table 
Summarises the economic, social 
and environmental impacts of the 
scheme 

Chapter E5 

Value for Money Statement 
Summarises each chapter and 
overall value for money 

Chapter E6 
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 INTRODUCTION 
OVERVIEW 

1.1 SYSTRA was commissioned by Transport for West Midlands to prepare the economic case for 

the proposed Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Extension.  

1.2 The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership has allocated funding to Centro to enable the 

development of an Initial Outline Business Case for the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill project, 

with a target to complete this work by June 2016 for submission to Government.  

1.3 The Wednesbury to Brierley Hill project would provide a step-change in public transport 

accessibility to Dudley and Brierley Hill by providing links to the existing national rail network 

and HS2 with dramatically reduced journey times, link the Black Country strategic centres of 

Brierley Hill, Wolverhampton and Sandwell via rail and tram, pave the way for the 

introduction of rail freight on the Walsall to Stourbridge corridor, and allow for future 

extension to Stourbridge and to Walsall.  

1.4 The project is for 11km of new tramway with up to 17 stops (some provisional dependent 

upon surrounding brownfield development). Transport and Works Act Orders are in place 

and implemented following works in 2009. The route is shown on the plan below. 

1.5 The Wednesbury to Brierley Hill extension will be constructed to allow the route to be used 

by heavy rail freight services in the future. The implementation of this freight connection to 

serve a number of the core industrial areas of the Black Country will allow the removal of 

HGV’s from the congested local roads, which will have a significant impact in improving the 

environment and connectivity of the local routes. In addition, this route will provide 

supplementary Freight capacity in the West Midlands, allowing trains to move from more 

congested routes freeing these up for alternative uses. 

1.6 This report presents the Economic Case for the metro extension.  
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 PROPOSED SCHEME 
OBJECTIVES OF THE METRO EXTENSION 

2.1 The objectives of the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Extension establish the framework against 

which the success of the scheme can be judged and support the vision. The core objectives 

are: 

 Support regeneration in areas of high deprivation through improved connectivity with 

areas of opportunity; 

 Support economic development by improving the accessibility of (major) employment and 

residential sites; 

 Enhance the prosperity of Black Country residents and businesses through providing 

better access to employment and a wider workforce. 

 Improve the education and skill base of the residents of Sandwell and Dudley by providing 

wider access to universities and colleges throughout the West Midlands. 

 Encourage modal shift from private car by delivering a high quality and reliable public 

transport service;  

 Support an integrated transport network through providing seamless interchange; and 

 Deliver a high quality public transport service in a manner that supports local 

environmental and safety benefits. 

2.2 The extension of the Metro is consistent with Transport for West Midlands long term vision 

for the delivery of Metro. The need for the scheme has been highlighted through regional 

and local planning documentation and forms a critical element of the West Midlands Local 

Transport Plan 3 (LTP).  

2.3 The need to improve public transport accessibility in order to facilitate economic growth and 

employment opportunities in the area is another important driver for the scheme. The 

scheme will provide links to and between several redevelopment areas:  

 a proposed new development site at Gold’s Hill;  

 proposed residential developments at Tipton;  

 mixed-use development at Castle Gate and proposed development at the former 

Freightliner site, adjacent to Dudley Zoo;  
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 proposed mixed-use development at the Guest Hospital;  

 Dudley Town Centre;  

 Harts Hill Regeneration Area;  

 the Merry Hill Centre and Waterfront development; and  

 Brierley Hill Town Centre. 

ALIGNMENT OF THE SCHEME 

2.4 The Transport and Works Act Order for the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Extension has been in 

place since 2005, and was implemented in 2009 through works in Dudley Town Centre. The 

proposed route is 11km operating between Wednesbury and Brierley Hill through the 

Metropolitan Boroughs of Sandwell and Dudley. There are 17 proposed stops (depending on 

surrounding developments) serving the interchange with the existing Wolverhampton to 

Birmingham route, the Black Country Garden City, Great Bridge town centre, Dudley Town 

Centre, the Waterfront, Merry Hill, Brierley Hill Enterprise Zone (EZ) and High Street.   

2.5 The route between Wednesbury and Dudley follows the disused heavy rail corridor, 

alongside many of the key development sites in the Black Country Garden City. It then passes 

through Dudley Town Centre on street, before running adjacent to Duncan Edward’s Way 

and re-joining the disused railway corridor at Cinder Bank. At Harts Hill the route deviates 

away from the railway line to pass through the Waterfront, Merry Hill and Brierley Hill EZ and 

terminates a Brierley Hill (see Figure 1). 

2.6 In addition to the significant potential for integration with the bus and rail networks, the 

Wednesbury to Brierley Hill extension also links into local cycling and walking facilities e.g. 

when the National Cycle Network Route 54 is complete (running from Stourport to Derby) it 

provides an alternative for pedestrians and cyclists in the Dudley area to access the Metro. 
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Figure 2.1: Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Extension 
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 MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS 
MODELS 

PRISM 

3.1 The Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Extension has been assessed in two forecast years, 

2021 and 2031 using PRISM – the strategic transport model of the West Midlands. The PRISM 

has a base year of 2011 and is capable of forecasting the total demand for private and public 

transport across the study area.  

3.2 There are three modelled time periods within PRISM – AM peak (7am – 9am), Off-Peak 

(10am - 12pm) and PM peak (4pm - 6pm). 

3.3 The version of PRISM used in the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Extension appraisal is 

version 4.5, which is based on TEMPRO 6.2. The resultant Variable Demand Model outputs 

contain all growth associated with committed and planned developments within the West 

Midlands between 2011 and 2021/2031.  

3.4 The PRISM LMVR and Forecasting Reports are provided in Appendix A.  

WMCA PT MODEL 

3.5 The WMCA’s public transport (PT) VISUM model has been used to assign the PT element of 

the PRISM model demand (base and future year). The PT VISUM model better reflects public 

transport mode and route choice and therefore provide a better estimate of the public 

transport benefits associated with the Midland Metro extension compared to the PRISM 

generated public transport assignments. The demand forecasts used in the VISUM model are 

consistent with the PRISM model.  

3.6 The impact of HS2 on local demand patterns has been taken into account in the PRISM and 

PT VISUM models for the 2031 modelled year.  

3.7 The PT VISUM model has three modelled time periods - AM peak (7am – 9am), Off-Peak 

(10am - 12pm) and PM peak (4pm - 6pm). 
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DO MINIMUM METRO LINE ASSUMPTIONS 

3.8 Currently Midland Metro Line 1 is operational between Wolverhampton and Birmingham 

New Street. Table 3.1 provides details of the frequencies of these services. 

Table 3.1: Existing Midland Metro Frequencies 

Mon to Fri  

(Peak) 

Mon to Fri 
(day) 

Mon to Fri 
(Evening) 

Sat and Sun  

(Day) 

Sat and Sun 
(Evening) 

Route Length  Journey Time 

6 mins 8 mins 15 mins 8 mins  15 mins 21 km 34 mins 

3.9 There are a further three committed metro extensions that will provide connectivity to a 

range of other locations, mainly in Birmingham and have been included in the Do Minimum 

modelling assumptions. These include:  

 New Street to Edgbaston - running from Stephenson Street via Victoria Square and 

Paradise Circus to Centenary Square including complementary highway measures then 

continuing along Broad Street from Centenary Square to Five Ways and along Hagley Road 

to a new terminus on the south side of the road adjacent to the 54 Hagley Road office 

building. 

 Eastside – This route will run between the City centre and the Eastside area of 

Birmingham serving the redevelopment of this area and also the HS2 Curzon Street 

Station.  

 Wolverhampton Interchange – extension of the line along Pipers Row to connect with the 

bus and railway stations.  

BUS BASED PUBLIC TRANSPORT ASSUMPTIONS 

3.10 In addition to the metro scheme, the Do Something scenario incorporates a series of changes 

to the bus service frequencies and routes in order to represent the likely natural bus 

operator responses on the bus network arising as a result of the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill 

Metro Extension. Following a review of the bus network in the vicinity of the scheme 

(Appendix B), a series of route and frequency changes have been made to several bus routes 

in the vicinity of the scheme. Table 3.2 sets out the changes made to the public transport 

model.  

Table 3.2: Changes to bus services 

Route From To Change 
Revised Frequencies 

AM IP PM 

74_NXB Dudley Colmore Circus Frequency Change 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

87_NXB Dudley 
The Priory 

Queensway 
Frequency Change 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

X96_NXB Gerald_R Hillside 
Restructure and join 

Stourbridge leg to service 
297 

20 mins 20 mins 20 mins 

81_NXB 
Merryhill Bus 

Station 
Wolverhampton Terminate at Dudley 30 mins 30 mins 30 mins 

42_NXB 
Alexandra Bus 

Station 
West Brom 

Route Restructured - local 
Tipton service 

20 mins 20 mins 20 mins 

42_NXB Dudley West Brom 
Route Restructured - local 

Tipton service 
30 mins 30 mins 30 mins 

43_DIA Bilston West Brom Frequency Change 30 mins 30 mins 30 mins 
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Route From To Change 
Revised Frequencies 

AM IP PM 

43_NXB Bilston West Brom Frequency Change 30 mins 30 mins 30 mins 

297_NXB Ellowes Road Halesowen 
Restructure and join 

Stourbridge leg to service 
297 

30 mins 30 mins 30 mins 

BRIERLEY HILL SERVICE SPECIFICATION 

3.11 In order to maximise the direct economic benefits to the residents of Sandwell and Dudley in 

terms of access to employment, leisure and retail opportunities, the services using the 

Wednesbury to Brierley Hill route will have direct access all parts of the current/proposed 

Midland Metro system. The proposed service frequencies are shown in Table 3.3.  

Table 3.3: Wednesbury to Brierley Hill – Service frequencies 

Time Periods Route Frequencies (VEH/H) 

 Start Finish 

Brierley Hill - 
Wednesbury - 
Wolverhampton 
Interchange 

Brierley Hill - 
Wednesbury - 
Birmingham HS2 

Brierley Hill - 
Wednesbury - 
Birmingham 
Edgbaston 

AM Off-Peak 05:15 07:00 1 1 2 

AM Peak 07:00 09:30 4 2 4 

Daytime Off-Peak 09:30 15:35 2 1 4 

PM Peak 15:35 19:47 4 2 4 

PM Off-Peak 19:47 23:59 1 1 2 

3.12 The services will operate seven days a week and will mirror the time periods of the current 

Midland Metro system with trams running from around 5am to midnight on weekdays. This 

ensures the accessibility benefits of the scheme to local residents, employment areas and 

retail facilities are accessible throughout the majority of the week.  

3.13 Journey times along the line have been optimised as much as possible to maximise the time 

benefits to passengers whilst ensuring that high levels of journey time reliability can be 

achieved. The end-to-end journey times for each of the proposed four current terminuses are 

as follows: 

 Brierley Hill to Wolverhampton – 43 minutes 

 Brierley Hill to East Side – 58 minutes 

 Brierley Hill to Edgbaston – 66 minutes 
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PREDICTED ANNUAL PATRONAGE LEVELS 

3.14 The proposed Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Extension  together with the predicted bus 

operator responses to the bus network results in a significant increase in metro patronage 

across the appraisal period. Table 3.3 illustrates the annual change in patronage in 2021 and 

2031 between the Do Minimum and the Do Something scenarios.  

Table 3.3: METRO Patronage between DM and DS 

Scenario DM DS % Change from DM 

2021 11,333,225 16,239,444 43% 

2031 12,150,333 17,526,540 44% 
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 SCHEME COSTS 
INVESTMENT COSTS 

4.1 Base investment scheme costs have been provided by Midlands Alliance for each year 

between 2017 to 2024. Investment costs are incurred in each year from 2017 and include 

construction, preparation, supervision and land costs. The cost associated with trams are not 

incurred until the year of opening of the scheme.  

4.2 The trams are to be paid for and delivered between 2020 and 2023 in advance of the 2023 

year of opening. This is based on the current payment profiles for the commissioning of new 

vehicles agreed with the manufacturer by Metro Alliance. This payment profile has been 

incorporated into the costs appraisal. 

4.3 The completed WebTAG cost proforma is contained in Appendix C.  

4.4 All costs were provided in nominal prices. Table 4.1 provides a summary of the costs by 

component and year of spend. 

Table 4.1: Investment Costs (nominal prices £’000) 

Year Non Tram Costs Tram Costs Total Costs 

2017 £2,415 0  2,415  

2018 £11,896 0  11,896  

2019 £13,988 0  13,988  

2020 -£1,198  6,900   5,702  

2021 £103,182  27,600   130,782  

2022 £90,321  27,600   117,921  

2023 £51,890  6,900   58,790  

2024 £300 0  300  

Totals 272,793 69,000 341,793 

Risk and Uncertainty 

4.5 An uplift of 4.4% has been applied to all scheme cost components to reflect risk.  

4.6 In line with the stage of scheme development optimism bias at 20% has been applied to all 

non-tram scheme cost components. A lower Optimism Bias of 6% has been applied to the 

tram costs. This reflects the certainty around future tram costs. 

4.7 Table 4.2 provides a summary of the risk and optimism bias adjusted costs by year of spend. 

Table 4.2: Risk and Optimism Bias Adjusted Investment Costs (nominal prices £’000) 

Year NonTram Costs Tram Costs Total Costs 

2017 3,025 0 3,025 

2018 14,903 0 14,903 

2019 17,524 0 17,524 

2020 -1,501 7,636 6,135 

2021 129,266 30,543 159,810 

2022 113,154 30,543 143,698 
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Year NonTram Costs Tram Costs Total Costs 

2023 65,008 7,636 72,643 

2024 376 0 376 

Totals 341,755 76,358 418,113 

Conversion to 2010 Discounted Market Prices 

4.8 The scheme costs presented previously have been converted to 2010 discounted market 

prices using the standard GDP deflator based on September 2016 RPI figures, the standard 

indirect tax correction factor (1.19) and the Green Book schedule of discount rates.  Table 4.3 

presents the final investment costs which have been used in the economic case. 

Table 4.3: Investment Costs (2010 prices £’000) 

Year NonTram Costs Tram Costs Total Costs 

2017 2,551 0 2,551 

2018 11,906 0 11,906 

2019 13,275 0 13,275 

2020 -1,077 5,479 4,402 

2021 87,793 20,744 108,537 

2022 72,689 19,621 92,310 

2023 39,470 4,636 44,106 

2024 216 0 216 

2058 0 11,292    0  

Totals 226,822 61,772 288,594 

OPERATING COSTS 

4.9 A bespoke operational cost model was developed by SYSTRA to calculate the expected 

operational cost of the extension scheme over a 60 year appraisal period. The spreadsheet 

model utilised existing operating costs from the existing metro line. The model assumed that 

costs per unit of output would be identical for the existing and proposed line. Costs were 

allocated according to the following four parameters: 

 Daily operating duration (in units of vehicle hours) 

 Daily operating kilometres (in units of vehicles kilometres) 

 Number of stops in the system 

 Length of the system (in units of kilometres) 

4.10 Based on the projected line’s assumed routes frequencies and measured lengths (from which 

the route’s return trip duration was computed), the daily operating duration and distance 

could be estimated and the annual operating costs calculated. 

4.11 The operating costs of the proposed extension (WBHE only) were isolated by subtracting the 

costs of the existing line and agreed extensions from the cost of the existing line, with agreed 

extensions and WBHE.  

4.12 An uplift of 4.4% has been applied to all scheme cost components to reflect risk.  

4.13 No optimism bias was applied to operating costs. This is in line with TAG guidance (Unit A1.2) 
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4.14 The scheme costs have been converted to 2010 discounted market prices using the standard 

GDP deflator based on September 2016 RPI figures, the standard indirect tax correction 

factor (1.19) and the Green Book schedule of discount rates.  The final 60 year operating cost 

of the proposed extension is £152.7 million. 

Treatment of Metro Revenue and Operating Costs 

4.15 It is assumed in the appraisal that all of the revenue generated by the scheme (227m) will be 

returned to the public sector and offset a proportion of the investment and operating costs 

of this scheme. This ‘metro total revenue reimbursement’ is reflected in the PA table and the 

TEE table.  This shows that the predicted additional revenue to the Metro system is 

significantly greater than the operating costs leading to an annual revenue surplus.  

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS 

4.16 Table 4.4 provides the Public Accounts Table for the WBHE scheme. These costs have been 

used in the calculation of the overall scheme benefit to cost ratio (BCR). Scheme costs are in 

2010 discounted market prices.  

4.17 The calculation of indirect tax revenues is carried out by TUBA using the same inputs and 

annualisation factors as for user benefits.  The outcome of the scheme is that indirect tax 

revenues increase by £23m over the 60 year appraisal period. 

Table 4.4: Scheme Costs, 2010 Discounted Market Prices £000s 

 Total  

Central Government Funding: Transport 

Operating Costs 152,704 

Investment Costs 288,594 

METRO total revenue 
reimbursement 

-227,757 

NET IMPACT 213,541 

Central Government Funding: Non-Transport 

Indirect Tax 23,249 

TOTALS 

Broad Transport Budget 213,541 

Wider Public Finances 23,249 
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 CORE APPRAISAL 
INTRODUCTION 

5.1 Transport interventions can have a wide range of impacts including economic, 

environmental, social and on public accounts. WebTAG requires that an Appraisal Summary 

Table (AST) is completed for each scheme to set out the impacts on each of a number of 

criteria.  The latest WebTAG units provide detailed guidance on how to undertake the 

appraisals. 

5.2 The impacts that have been assessed for the WBHE appraisal are discussed in the ASR which 

is provided in Appendix D. A summary is provided in Table 5.1. Distributional impact 

assessments have been undertaken where appropriate and in accordance with WebTAG 

guidance. Appendix E provides the completed Distributional Impact screening proforma.   

Table 5.1: Summary of Key Appraisal Impacts 

 Criteria Assessment 
Type 

Comments 

EC
O

N
O

M
Y 

Business Users and 
Transport providers 

Quantitative Assessed using TUBA with standard economic 
parameters 

Reliability Impact on 
Business Users 

Qualitative The scheme will generate modal change from bus 
to metro which will have an impact on journey 
time reliability 

Regeneration Quantitative Land Value Uplift 

Wider Economic 
Impacts 

Quantitative Assessed using WebTAG approach based on WITA 
and the DfT’s Wider Impacts Dataset 

EN
V

IR
O

N
M

EN
TA

L 

Noise - Assessed by Environmental Resources 
Management (ERM) on behalf of TfWM 

Air Quality - Assessed by Environmental Resources 
Management (ERM) on behalf of TfWM 

Greenhouse Gases Quantitative Assessed using TUBA with standard economic 
parameters 

Landscape/Townscape Qualitative The street running sections through Dudley and 
Brierley Hill will be accompanied by a significant 
upgrade to the quality of the Townscape in these 
areas which has not been quantified 

Biodiversity Not yet assessed Surveys are being undertaken 

Water Environment Not assessed No significant impact is anticipated 

SO
C

IA
L 

Commuting and Other 
Users 

Quantitative Assessed using TUBA with standard economic 
parameters 

Reliability Qualitative The scheme will generate modal change from bus 
to metro which will have an impact on journey 
time reliability 

Physical Activity Not assessed No significant impact is anticipated 

Journey Quality Qualitative The scheme will generate modal change from bus 
to metro which will have an impact on journey 
quality. 

Accidents Quantitative Assessed using WebTAG approach and utilising 
COBALT software 

Security Not assessed No significant impact is anticipated 
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 Criteria Assessment 
Type 

Comments 

Accessibility Qualitative The scheme is a crucial element in enhancing 
connectivity and accessibility. A distributional 
impact appraisal of accessibility has been 
undertaken in line with WebTAG guidance.   

Affordability Not assessed The scheme will have limited impacts on the 
money costs of travel. Any changes to vehicle 
operating costs will be captured in TUBA. 

Severance Qualitative Assessment in accordance with WebTAG A4-1 (Ch 
5) 

Option Values Not assessed No significant impact is anticipated 

ECONOMIC APPRAISAL  

USER AND TRANSPORT BENEFITS 

Approach 

5.3 The appraisal has been based on an opening year of 2023 and a forecast year of 2031. 

Outputs from the West Midlands PRISM model have been provided to us by TfWM and Mott 

Macdonald. As PRISM only models 2021 and 2031, we have used the 2021 model outputs as 

a proxy for the 2023 year of opening. This is consistent with TUBA guidance which states that 

if the scheme opening is only 1 or 2 years after the first modelled year then the modelled 

year data can be used to represent the scheme opening year.   

5.4 WebTAG requires that most transport investments including metro schemes are appraised 

over a period of 60 years so that the benefits which accrue over the long term can be 

compared with the investment costs.  Benefits arising after 2031 have been calculated based 

on the 2031 model outputs and assumed to remain constant, other than to adjustments to 

parameters such as value of time and vehicle operating costs in line with WebTAG guidance. 

5.5 PRISM does not have a 2026 model so the HS2 opening year is not explicitly modelled. 

However, the HS2 generations are included in the 2031 model runs and therefore the 

impacts of the scheme are represented in the 2031 model and in economic appraisal years 

post 2031. For this appraisal, we have not adjusted the process between 2026 and 2031. Our 

appraisal is therefore based on conservative assumptions regarding HS2.   

TUBA Version 

5.6 Benefits have been calculated using TUBA V1.9.7 with standard parameters including 

discounting assumptions stated in WebTAG guidance. A new version of the WebTAG data 

book was released in March 2017. This main changes relate to values of time and default 

purpose splits (ie proportion of business, commute and other per type of vehicle for each 

time period). The economics files used within the TUBA assessment has been updated to 

take account of these new values. The assessment was not run with distance banded values 

of time. 

Purpose Splits 

5.7 The default purpose splits for Public Transport within the TUBA economics file were replaced 

with PRISM journey purpose splits provided by Mott MacDonald. Mott MacDonald provided 

daily purpose splits. This information was used in conjunction with the current economics file 

to generate the splits by time period. Table 5.2 provides a summary of the purpose splits.  
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Table 5.2: Journey Purpose Proportions: Changes to Journey Purpose Splits (%) 

Area Average Daily 
Split (PRISM) 

Purpose Splits 

 AM PM IP 

PT Business 2% 1.7 1.9 2.3 

PT Commute 41% 62.1 63.7 12.5 

PT Other 57% 36.2 34.4 85.2 

Annualisation factors 

5.8 Annualisation factors for highway TUBA assessment have been calculated in a standard way 

described in TUBA assuming that there are 253 peak hours in the year, 52 weekends and 8 

bank holidays. The skims generated by PRISM are one hour average skims for each peak. The 

resultant highway annualisation factors are as follows:  

 AM: 759 

 IP: 2070 

 PM: 759 

5.9 Annualisation factors for public transport have been calculated using metro average daily 

flows provided by Metro Alliance. Annualisation factors assume 253 peak hours in the year, 

52 weekends and 8 bank holidays. The skims generated by the model are two hour average 

skims for each peak. The resultant public transport annualisation factors are as follows: 

 AM: 380 

 IP: 1539 

 PM: 380 

 

Appendix F contains further details on Annualisation factors. 

Running TUBA for Highway Benefits 

5.10 The highway benefits were calculated using PRISM highway model outputs. Time, distance, 

demand and charge skims came directly from the PRISM model and were only adjusted to 

meet the format requirements of TUBA.  

5.11 A sector system was developed to group together zones which are likely to have similar 

routing patterns. The benefits were looked at on a sector by sector basis. The sector system 

is shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: Highway Sector System 

5.12 The PRISM model covers a significant geographical area and analysis of the TUBA outputs on 

a sector-to-sector level showed a number of relatively large Highway user time benefits. A 

large proportion of these benefits were being picked up from sectors not necessarily within 

the close vicinity of the scheme. The result of including these further afield areas in the 

appraisal is that travel times are particularly vulnerable to model noise and have a significant 

impact on the final result of the appraisal. 

5.13 To establish a robust set of TUBA outputs the benefits for some sector-to-sector movements 

have been removed from the appraisal process.  This approach still allows the impact of the 

scheme to be captured and has an additional benefit of reducing the impact of model noise 

which occurred in peripheral areas. These pairs have been chosen in a careful manner and 

were removed from the appraisal if the routes did not interact with the metro corridor.   

5.14 Where a sector-to-sector pairing was deemed to be insignificant in contributing to an 

informative evaluation of TUBA benefits, it was masked.  Sector-to-sector pairs that 

remained in place were determined by two factors: 

 If at any point the metro runs directly through a sector; 

 If the metro was a valid mode of the end to end journey, even if the line did not directly 

run through the sector.  

5.15 Appendix G shows the sector-to-sector pairs used for the TUBA benefits and disbenefits 

appraisal have been masked.  The sector-to-sector movements marked with a ‘1’ and 

coloured in red have been left in for appraisal.  Those that contain a ‘0’ and have been left 

blank, have been deemed insignificant and removed from the appraisal process. 
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Running TUBA for Public Transport Benefits 

5.16 The public transport benefits were calculated using outputs from the TfWM’s public 

transport model. Time, fare and demand skims came directly from the model and were 

adjusted to meet the format requirements of TUBA.  

5.17 Analysis of the TUBA outputs on a sector-to-sector level showed sensible user time benefits. 

A large proportion of these benefits were being picked up from sectors within the close 

vicinity of the scheme and little noise was evident in sectors further away from the site. For 

this reason, public transport benefits and disbenefits for all sectors have been included in the 

appraisal.  

TUBA Outputs Transport Economic Efficiency (TEE) 

5.18 The Transport Economic Efficiency (TEE) for the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Extension 

scheme is presented in Table 5.3. This is presented in the required DfT format.  

5.19 The Total Present Value of Transport Economic Efficiency Benefits of the scheme are 

£197.5m over the 60 year appraisal period. This includes the Business, and Non-Business 

User benefits for Highway and Public Transport.  

5.20 The TEE table includes the revenue implications of the scheme on private sector providers. 

Whilst metro experiences an increase in revenue over the appraisal period (227m), bus 

revenue is forecast to reduce as passengers switch modes. The metro revenue has been 

removed from the overall revenue benefit to calculate the disbenefit to bus providers (74m).  

5.21 The TEE table shows small user charge disbenefits for highway since the PRISM model 

includes tolls on the M6 Toll road to the north east of Birmingham. These minor dis-benefits 

represent a very minor change in the use of this route. 

Table 5.3: TEE Table 

User Benefits All Modes 
Road 

Public Transport 
Goods Vehicles Car and LGV 

NON-BUSINESS USERS AND PROVIDERS 

Travel time  311,005    22,056   288,948  

Vehicle operating costs 544    544   

User charges -41,502  -56 -41,446 

During Construction & 
Maintenance 

 -      -     -    

NET NON-BUSINESS BENEFITS  270,047 - 22,544 247,502 

BUSINESS USERS AND PROVIDERS 

Travel time  18,609   1,036   2,441   15,132  

Vehicle operating costs  617   317   299  

User charges -1,124   1  -9  -1,116 

During Construction & 
Maintenance 

 -     -     -     -    

NET BUSINESS BENEFITS  18,101 1,353  2,732   14,016 

Private sector provider impacts 

Revenue  141,392  70  141,322 

Operating costs  -  -    
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User Benefits All Modes 
Road 

Public Transport 
Goods Vehicles Car and LGV 

Investment costs  -  -    

METRO total revenue 
reimbursement 

-227,757  -  -    

Subtotal -86,364 70 141,322 

Other business impacts 

Developer contributions - - - - 

NET BUSINESS IMPACT -68,263    

TOTAL Present Value of 
Transport Economic Efficiency 
Benefits (TEE) 

201,783    

Spatial Distribution of Benefits 

5.22 Figure 5.2 shows the sector level spatial distribution of travel time benefits and disbenefits.  

This shows that there are large benefits in areas along extension line as a result of the 

scheme. These benefits are primarily public transport benefits arising from journey time 

savings for passengers switching from bus to metro, however, there are also highway 

benefits generated by people moving from car to metro. This modal shift has a secondary 

impact on the local area as it improves congestion across the corridor.  

5.23 There are further benefits to areas currently served by metro, especially to the north of 

Wednesbury as a result of increases in metro frequency and service provision along the 

existing line. 

 

Figure 5.2: Spatial Distribution of User Time Benefits 

5.24 Appendix H contains full TUBA inputs and outputs for both the highway and public transport 

TUBA runs. Appendix I provides a review of warning messages generated by TUBA.  
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WIDER ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

Approach 

5.25 The current information source for the process of calculating Wider Impacts is the latest 

WEBTAG Unit for Wider Impacts (TAG Unit A2.1 , January 20141). This explains the theory of 

Wider Impacts, the data sources (including the DfT Wider Impacts Dataset workbook2) and 

full details for the calculation methodology.  

5.26 TAG Unit A2.1 para. 1.1.2 states that Wider Impacts “is the term given to some of the 

economic impacts of transport that are additional to transport user benefits. Economic theory 

indicates that under conditions of perfect competition  for both the transport and transport-

using sectors, a properly specified appraisal of a transport scheme would accurately estimate 

all welfare impacts. Transport schemes are expected to have impacts in markets other than 

transport (such as the labour market, product market, and land market). However, in 

perfectly competitive markets, the value of increased output, for example, would be captured 

through the change in consumer surplus of business and freight traffic, whilst the value of 

increased employment would be captured through the change in consumer surplus of 

commuter traffic.”  

5.27 The DfT software ‘Wider Impacts in Transport Appraisal’ (WITA) has been developed for 

estimation of Wider Impacts and has been used in this assessment.  

5.28 As of 2014, the types of Wider Impacts that need to be evaluated are: 

 WI1 – Agglomeration 

 WI2 – Output change in imperfectly competitive markets 

 WI3 – Tax revenues arising from labour market impacts (from labour supply impacts and 

from moves to more or less productive jobs) 

5.29 “Agglomeration” is the concentration of economic activity over an area. Agglomeration 

benefits arise because firms derive productivity benefits from being close to one another. If 

transport investment brings firms closer together and closer to their workforce this may 

generate an increase in labour productivity, product input, access to labour markets, 

knowledge and technology spill overs. These may be above and beyond that which would be 

expected from direct user benefits alone.  

5.30 A transport intervention that reduces transport costs for a firm allows output and output 

profitability to increase. Profitability and welfare gain increase as the gap between 

consumers’ willingness to pay and the cost of production widens.  This is measured in WI2 – 

Output Change in Imperfectly Competitive Markets. 

5.31 WI3 is focused on tax revenues arising from labour market impacts (including labour supply 

impacts and moves to more or less productive jobs).  

5.32 The welfare benefits from labour market impacts are partially captured in commuter user 

benefits but the tax implications are not. This is because commuters value benefits in terms 

of post-tax incomes. Tax revenues include changes to income tax, national insurance 

                                                           

1  https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/webtag-tag-unit-a2-1-wider-impacts 

2 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/webtag-economic-impacts-worksheets 
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contributions and corporation tax. As a Wider Impact tax revenues can be affected by the 

two following labour market factors: 

 Labour Supply Impacts - Transport costs are likely to affect the overall costs and benefits 

to an individual from working. In deciding whether to work, an individual will weigh the 

costs of working, including travel costs, against the wage rate of the job travelled to. 

 Move to More or Less Productive Jobs -- Changes in transport costs are likely to affect the 

overall costs and benefits to an individual from working in different locations and the 

benefits to business of operating and employing people in different locations. This can 

potentially result in jobs moving between locations with differential productivity levels. 

Wider Impacts Benefits 

5.33 The appraisal uses WITA v1.2 which has been run as per DfT guidance. Wider impacts have 

been derived on a Local Authority District level for the 7 local authorities which form the 

West Midlands. WITA has used the same PRISM model skims as TUBA, but the skims have 

been aggregated to a local authority level before running WITA.  

5.34 WebTAG A1.2 provides a suitable format for the reporting of the results of Central Estimates 

of Wider Impacts.  The results have been reported in this format in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4: WBHE Central Estimate of Wider Impacts (£000, 2010 Price Base) 

WI 2021 2031 60 Year Appraisal 
Period 

WI1:  
Agglomeration 

1929 2,374 101,925 

WI2: Output in 
Imperfectly 
Competitive 
Markets 

  14,876 

WI3: Labour Supply 
Impact (No resident 
relocation) 

129 82 2,955 

Total Wider 
Impacts 

2,058 2,456 119,756 

5.35 This approach gives a total Wider Impact Benefit of £119.7 million across the 60 year 

appraisal period. The extension will improve accessibility between Sandwell and Dudley and 

the wider West Midlands area, including Birmingham. This in turn generates welfare benefits 

and agglomeration benefits. Residents who live along the metro corridor will be positively 

impacted since they will be able to access jobs in important and growing employment areas 

such as Birmingham City Centre. The scheme will also benefit firms located along the metro 

corridor as their employees will be able to access work easier and quicker. This may increase 

their attractiveness as a place of work. The scheme is also likely to expand employee 

catchment areas for firms in Birmingham and Wolverhampton, allowing companies to 

employ employees from further afield. These jobs may be more skilled and higher paid to 

jobs presently available in Sandwell and Dudley and consequently provides an enhancement 

to economic prosperity and personal wealth. 

ENVIRONMENTAL APPRAISAL 

NOISE 

5.36 The impact of the scheme on noise was assessed by Environmental Resources Management 

(ERM) on behalf of TfWM. ERM is an independent environmental consultancy with extensive 

experience of undertaking EIAs for major transport infrastructure schemes. The assessment 

concluded that: 

‘Noise impacts have been assessed against the most stringent noise impact threshold criteria, 

taking into account changes in ambient noise expected to result from the proposed scheme. 

As a result, potentially significant noise impacts have been predicted in four areas (Lindley 

Avenue, Cochrane Road, Tudor Court and Harrowby Drive) affecting up to approximately 130 

properties. Mitigation measures will be considered for each of these properties, although 

there is no statutory requirement to do this3’  

AIR QUALITY 

5.37 The impact of the scheme on local air quality was assessed by Environmental Resources 

Management (ERM) on behalf of TfWM. ERM is an independent environmental consultancy 

                                                           

3 Midland Metro Environmental Statement, Section 6.4 Noise and Vibration, 
https://www.tfwm.org.uk/development/midland-metro-extensions/wednesbury-brierley-hill/ 
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with extensive experience of undertaking EIAs for major transport infrastructure schemes. 

The assessment concluded that:  

‘The Wednesbury to Brierley Hill scheme is predicted to have a negligible impact on local air 

quality in the Brierley Hill area.  

The majority of the changes in traffic flows as a result of traffic management and 

redistribution are minimal, with only Mill Hill and Pedmore Road experiencing increases 

greater than 10%. Sensitive receptors along these two routes (Primary School on Mill Street 

and 2 Nottingham Way) are predicted to experience negligible increases in pollutant 

concentrations. It is predicted that there will be a negligible decrease in pollutant 

concentrations at the former Brier School and St Mary’s Roman Catholic School, also 

identified as potentially sensitive receptors.  

In terms of regional and global air quality there is a predicted to be a slight reduction in 

carbon dioxide emissions from the vehicle fleet travelling within the study area. The annual 

emissions of carbon dioxide at the source of the electricity generated to power the trams are 

predicted to be in the region of 6000 tonnes4’  

GREENHOUSE GAS 

5.38 The Greenhouse Gases impacts of the scheme have been obtained from the TUBA 

assessments. This appraisal has identified a £0.257m (2010 prices and values) benefit due to 

the predicted reduction in Greenhouse Gas emissions. 

LANDSCAPE/TOWNSCAPE/HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT 

5.39 The scheme is predominantly to be constructed on a dis-used railway line. As a result, the 

Landscape, Townscape and Historic Environment impacts of the scheme will be minimal 

along these sections. 

5.40 However, the street running sections through Dudley and Brierley Hill will result in a 

significant improvement in the townscape through these sections as measures are to be 

implemented to improve the street environment. 

5.41 Each of the new stations proposed as part of the Metro Extension, as well as the on-street 

running section of track through Dudley, will be accompanied by significant improvements to 

the surrounding urban realm. Although not a traditional methodology in transport appraisal, 

the consideration of wider benefits brought by urban realm improvements is becoming an 

integral part of the process. Urban realm assessment allows the monetisation of benefits 

associated with improved journey ambience experienced by pedestrians moving through the 

area. 

5.42 This economic benefit can be quantified using the Valuing Urban Realm Toolkit (VURT) 

methodology developed by Transport for London (TfL). In order to capture the intrinsic value 

of how users assess enhanced urban realm TfL completed stated preference research to 

estimate respondents’ willingness to pay for improvements to spaces they use. The results of 

this study have been applied to the Pedestrian Environment Review System (PERS) to 

allocate a monetary value to individual PERS scores. By completing a PERS audit before and 

after a scheme is implemented, and using the values proposed by TfL, it is possible to 

                                                           

4 Midland Metro Environmental Statement, Section 6.5 Air Quality and Climate Change, 
https://www.tfwm.org.uk/development/midland-metro-extensions/wednesbury-brierley-hill/ 
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estimate the benefits derived from urban realm improvements. The TfL methodology is 

applicable to the Brierley Hill Metro Extension with some modification to accommodate the 

socio-economic differences between the study area and London. This approach has been 

chosen because through being based no PERS scores VURT allows an assessment in change in 

quality of a range of different factors which contribute to the perception of urban realm. This 

is a more nuanced approach that the simple values per km of the introduction of seven 

specific aspects that are listed in the March 2017 WebTAG release. 

5.43 A modified version of TfL’s Valuing Urban Realm Toolkit has been used to estimate the 

benefits for pedestrians in terms of journey quality from improvements to urban realm that 

will accompany the on-street running section of the Brierley Hill Metro Extension. The same 

approach has also been used for stations along the other sections of the extension. This 

provided total benefits as shown in Table 5.5. 

5.44 These benefits have not been included in the core benefits assessment for this scheme and 

are outside of the core BCR. 

Table 5.5: Urban Realm Station Pedestrian Journey Ambience Benefits 

Area Total Scheme Benefits (2010 Prices) 

On Street Running Sections £543,953 

Other Stations (not included) £215,649 

BIODIVERSITY 

5.45 This has not yet been assessed. 

WATER ENVIRONMENT 

5.46 The impact of the scheme on the local water environment has not been undertaken as the 

impacts are deemed insignificant. 

SOCIAL APPRAISAL 

COMMUTING AND OTHER USERS 

5.47 Benefits to commuting and other users are included in the TEE table presented earlier and 

form part of the TUBA benefits outlined in the Economy appraisal of the scheme.  

5.48 In line with WebTAG requirements a distributional impact appraisal of non-business journeys 

has been carried out to demonstrate the distribution of user benefits. The Distributional 

Impact screening proforma is shown in Appendix E. Sectored user benefits for commuting 

and other purposes have been mapped against the Indices of Deprivation Income Domain 

data to illustrate the potential distribution of user benefits amongst different income groups.  

The sector system used for the TUBA assessment has been applied in this analysis.  The 

sector system was devised using LSOAs data and LSOAs within the most sectors have the 

same, or very similar, income deprivation domains.  

5.49 As per WebTAG guidance, careful consideration has been paid to the study area used within 

the DI appraisal and for this assessment we have only selected benefits associated with 

sectors immediately around the scheme.  
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5.50 Figure 5.3 shows the non-business public transport user benefits for sectors which are 

adjacent to the metro line.  The plot highlights the benefit the scheme has on commuting 

and other users in the most deprived LSOAs surrounding the line. Table 5.6 shows tabulates 

these user benefits according to area deprivation and shows that the Wednesbury to Brierley 

Hill METRO extension has a positive impact on all income distribution quintiles. The largest 

benefit is associated with areas which fall within the most deprived quintile (0%<20%). This 

includes Brierley Hill and Dudley town centres and also Great Bridge. The scheme also 

provides benefits to deprived areas on the existing metro line between Wolverhampton and 

Birmingham. These benefits come from the improved frequency of the metro and enhanced 

connectivity to areas of Dudley and Sandwell.  

 

Figure 5.3: Distributional Impacts: Distribution of PT Non Work Benefits and Income Deprivation 

Table 5.6: Distributional Impacts: User Benefits 

 IMD Income Domains £m 

 
Most deprived areas       Least deprived areas 

0%<20% 20%<40% 40%<60% 60%<80% 80%<100% Total 

Total benefits (∑LSOAs) 186.5 48.6 52.9 3.8 1.9 293.6 

Total disbenefits (∑LSOAs) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Share of user benefits 63% 17% 18% 1% 1% 100% 

Share of user disbenefits 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

Share of population in the 
impact area 

54% 27% 16% 2% 1% 100% 

Assessment       
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RELIABILITY 

5.51 The scheme will have a beneficial impact on reliability for passengers switching mode from 

bus and car to METRO.  

5.52 Congestion which is a major issue in the Black Country affecting both car and bus journey 

times. The unreliability of highway journey times and currently act as a barrier to 

employment for many residents of Sandwell and Dudley. The scheme is expected to provide 

a more reliable, higher quality mode of transport within the Black Country and between the 

Black Country and Birmingham. A journey time comparison between the Metro route and 

existing bus routes servicing Birmingham City Centre show that with the scheme in place, 

public transport times will reduce by around 50%.  

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

5.53 The scheme will have limited impacts on the levels of physical activity, and therefore a 

detailed assessment of this element has not been undertaken.  

JOURNEY QUALITY 

5.54 The scheme will have a beneficial impact on journey quality for passengers switching mode 

from bus to METRO.  

ACCIDENTS 

5.55 DfT’s Transport Analysis Guidance (WebTAG) guidance states that the impact on accidents 

needs to be analysed as part of an economic appraisal for a road scheme. WebTAG unit A4.1 

recommends that COBALT software is used for this accident assessment. 

5.56 COBALT (COst and Benefit to Accidents – Light Touch) is an Excel spreadsheet based 

computer program developed by the DfT to undertake accident analysis in accordance with 

WebTAG. COBALT uses “Without-Scheme” and “With-Scheme” highway model specific flows, 

speeds, distances and road types alongside pre-defined accident rates, costs and growth 

rates to assess the safety benefits of a particular road schemes. 

5.57 COBALT predicts that over the 60 year appraisal period, the scheme will result in an overall 

accident benefit of £1.249m (2010 prices and values).  

5.58 Appendix J provides further details on the COBALT appraisal. Full COBALT input and outputs 

can be found in Appendix K. 

SECURITY 

5.59 The scheme will have little impact on security, and therefore a detailed assessment of this 

element has not been undertaken.  

ACCESSIBILITY 

5.60 The Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Extension is a crucial element in enhancing 

connectivity and accessibility both within the Black Country and between the Black Country 

and the wider West Midlands. In an area characterised by unemployment, low wages and 

low car ownership, a reliable and affordable public transport system which increases 

movement and connects people to area of workplaces is crucial element in promoting 

economic growth and increasing living standards.  
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5.61 In line with WebTAG requirements a distributional impact appraisal of accessibility has been 

undertaken. The Distributional Impact screening proforma is shown in Appendix B. 

5.62 Accessibility assessments have been carried out using guidance contained in WebTAG Unit 

A4.2. A strategic accessibility assessment has been carried out at for two strategic locations 

along the Brierley Hill metro extension; Dudley Town Centre and Merry Hill shopping centre. 

Both of these have been chosen due to their regional importance as they are key areas of 

employment, education, recreation and retail.  

5.63 An average weighted journey time for each origin and destination pair was calculated using 

travel time data from the TfWM Public Transport model. The DM and DS journey times from 

each zone to Dudley and Merry Hill have been plotted graphically in categories of 0 – 20 

minutes, 20 – 40 minutes and 40 – 60 minutes to show the areas where accessibility is 

significantly enhanced as a result of the metro extension. These are shown for the AM peak 

in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.  

5.64 The areas within a 0 – 20 minute public transport journey time of Dudley or Merry Hill are 

shown in grey. The areas within a 20 - 40 minute public transport journey time of Dudley or 

Merry Hill are shown in red and the areas within a 40 – 60 minute public transport journey 

time of Dudley or Merry Hill are shown in green. The darker shades depict the additional 

areas which experience a significant positive shift in journey times from one category to 

another (ie 40 – 60 minute journey in the DM becomes a 20 – 40 minute journey in the DS), 

although it is likely that all zones within a particular journey time category will see 

improvements in public transport journey times.  
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Figure 5.4: Accessibility to Dudley 

 

Figure 5.5: Accessibility to Merry Hill 

5.65 The model zones have been linked with their respective LSOAs, to enable an accurate 

comparison of Car and No Car households between the scenarios. The data is summarised for 

selected time bands as illustrated within Table 16 of WebTAG Unit A4.2.  
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5.66 The outputs from the summary provide an indication of the overall score for accessibility for 

Car and No Car Households from Large Beneficial to Large Adverse as summarised within 

Table 15 of WebTAG Unit A4.2. Appendix L provides the analysis for accessibility assessment. 

5.67 An overall score for each time period and destination is shown in Table 5.7.  

Table 5.7: Distributional Impacts: User Benefits 

 AM IP PM 

DUDLEY Large Beneficial Slight Beneficial Large Beneficial 

MERRY HILL Large Beneficial Slight Beneficial Large Beneficial 

5.68 The scheme increases the accessibility to and from Dudley. The WBHE scheme has a large 

beneficial impact on both households with and without a car, and the benefits are larger for 

households without a car. With the scheme in place, the number of people living between a 

31-40 minute journey time away from Dudley significantly increases.  

5.69 The scheme has a large beneficial impact on Merry Hill which is an important employment, 

retail and leisure area. The scheme significantly increases the number of households within a 

41 - 60 minute public transport journey time of Merry Hill. 

AFFORDABILITY 

5.70 The scheme is expected to have limited impacts on the money costs of travel. Any changes to 

vehicle operating costs will be captured in TUBA. 

SEVERANCE 

5.71 The scheme is expected to have no additional negative impact on severance as the line will 

generally utilise an existing railway alignment. 

5.72 The proposed alignment of the metro follows an existing, disused, heavy rail line. There are 

existing footbridges in place over the current heavy rail line and in some instances the quality 

of these footbridges are likely to improve as part of the design for new stations.  The scheme 

creates some new footbridges at stops along the route providing a small benefit.  

OPTION VALUES 

5.73 The scheme is expected to enhance the local public transport network and in doing so 

improve the options for those requiring access to current and future residential, commercial, 

and leisure sites in the area. 

OTHER APPRAISAL  

LAND VALUE UPLIFT 

5.74 Where a development is dependent on the delivery of a scheme it is not possible to include 

the development within the land use assumptions used in the appraisal as there must be 

consistency between the with and without scheme scenarios.   

5.75 However, the Midland Metro extension to Brierley Hill is likely to unlock significant areas of 

brownfield land and facilitate growth and development along the corridor. Whether the 

metro unlocks the land for residential, employment or industrial uses, the value of the land is 

expected to increase due to development. This increase in land value is seen as a benefit and 

can be included in the appraisal.  
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5.76 As part of the appraisal of Brierley Hill metro extension project a series of workshops and 

meetings with local authorities and stakeholders were organised to understand the likely 

locations of dependent development. Table 5.8 provides a summary of the dependant 

developments which were identified in these discussions along with the expected land value 

in 2010 prices and values.  

Table 5.8: Developments dependent on the Midland Metro extension 

Development Current Land Use 
Expected Land 

Use 
Size 

Expected Land 
Value (£‘000) 

Portesfield/Cavendish 
House, Dudley 

Vacant Land Retail 
11 acres 5,384 

Flood Street, Dudley Vacant Land Residential 

Leisure Centre 
7 acres 1,468 

Castlegate, Dudley Castlegate Retail 8 acres 3,181 

Enterprise Zone Vacant Land Commercial 172 acres 32,164 

Merry Hill Vacant Land Residential 

Retail 
222 acres 74,315 

5.77 In addition to developments in Table 5.6, the impact of the metro on the Black Country Living 

Museum and Dudley Zoo was also considered. The metro is seen as critical in meeting future 

growth objectives for both attractions. Highway congestion and parking restrictions constrain 

current visitor numbers however the presence of the metro will provide a fast, reliable and 

sustainable alternative for visitors. It is anticipated that by 2022 (after the implementation of 

the metro) they will experience an additional 280,000 visitors over and above their general 

year on year growth5. 

5.78 Local land values were provided by New Heritage Regeneration Ltd. These were rebased to 

2010 prices giving the final land values presented in Table 5.9.  

Table 5.9: Land Values (2010 prices) 

Type £ / acre 

Residential 348,817 

Leisure Centre 183,773 

Retail 581,362 

Distribution 137,830 

Commercial 278,889 

Castlegate 183,773 

Vacant Land 91,886 

 

  

                                                           

5 New Heritage Regeneration Ltd 
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Lye Urban Village 

5.79 Lye is situated south of Brierley Hill/Merry Hill and centres around the junction of the A4036 

and A458 but is also served by a railway station situated on the Jewellery Line between 

Birmingham and Worcester via Stourbridge. Although served by this line which runs to the 

east and south-west, there is no direct rail/metro link to towns to the north such as Dudley 

and Wolverhampton. The site is within 2-3km of Brierley Hill and the Metro Extension would 

bring greater rail/light rail accessibility to those towns and beyond without the need to travel 

to or near to Birmingham first. 

5.80 The settlement of Lye itself is in transition, moving away from a heavily industrialised past 

towards an urban village of new sustainable residential areas as a result of its position and 

existing road and rail infrastructure and its proximity to the Brierley Hill Strategic Centre. It is 

proposed to redevelop many of its old industrial land and premises into a range of homes as 

well as create an attractive environment for those residences due to the potential offered by 

the River Stour and its valley which runs through the settlement as well.  

5.81 There are in excess of 10 sites or areas in and around Lye which could accommodate future 

housing growth accommodating a range of housing types from one or two bed houses and 

apartments which would be attractive to commuters up to 3 or 4+ family housing along the 

Stour Valley. 

5.82 It is anticipated that the transformation of the area to create a sustainable Urban Village 

would take 10-15 years to develop but would provide up to 1500 new homes and associated 

infrastructure across approximately 40 hectares of land. 

5.83 The regeneration of areas around Lye has not been claimed as a benefit in this appraisal as it 

is not possible to quantify how much the development is dependent on the metro extension.  

However, the land value is expected to increase by £19.3 million, in 2010 prices and values, 

assuming that type of land moves from industrial/vacant land to residential land use. 

SMARTER CHOICES AND TRAVEL PLANNING INITIATIVES 

5.84 The impacts of the provision of smarter choices and travel planning in the vicinity of the 

proposed metro line are discussed in Appendix M.  

5.85 This assessment utilised the outcomes of research in the West Midlands, and elsewhere in 

the UK to form a better understanding of the potential uplift in patronage and reductions in 

car usage as a result of both workplace and personal travel planning, in the vicinity of the 

planned Brierley Hill Metro extension in the Black Country. The majority of this research 

incorporates results from the Smart Network, Smarter Choices (SNSC) project, which is the 

West Midlands Local Sustainable Transport Fund project, run in partnership with Centro and 

the West Midlands Local authorities.  

5.86 This suggests that for the proposed Brierley Hill extension the use of the new services would 

be increased significantly through the implementation of a PJP type approach in the area 

which provides more detailed knowledge about ticket types, discounts, timetables and 

station facilities.  
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5.87 Travelling to the Metro stop is an important part of the journey individuals make and it is 

essential this is integrated and discussed as part of the PJP conversation. Encouraging 

individuals to use active travel to the stop is key and this has added benefits for health and 

wellbeing and reducing congestion around the stops. Consistent communication, in the right 

places, such as directly to employers and schools, within these locations, can have a positive 

impact in creating sustainable travel habits and increasing the use of active and sustainable 

travel modes.  

5.88 The statistics and evidence suggest that smarter choices and travel planning could result in a 

potential uplift in the use of the Metro in the range of around 10%. This uplift has been 

incorporated into the core benefit appraisal.  

BUS OPERATOR IMPACTS 

5.89 The majority of bus routes in the vicinity of the new Metro route operate on a fully 

commercial basis. There are predominantly three likely impacts of Metro on current bus 

services:- 

 Direct passenger abstraction due Metro offering more attractive alternative journey, (this 

is analysed within the TUBA assessment). 

 Direct passenger gains in journeys to Metro stops(this is analysed within the TUBA 

assessment). 

 Passenger gains due to Metro offering new journey opportunities that may include use of 

the bus for some of new journey 

5.90 The changes in passenger numbers will affect commercial bus routes in several ways: 

 Cancellation – i.e. route ceases to operate 

 Route is recast to reflect new travel opportunities offered by Metro  

 Frequency changes + or – due to changes in demand 

 Competition – the bus operators seek to compete with the new tram service 

5.91 For the purposes of this assessment we have assumed that the bus operators response to the 

competition provided by the metro scheme will be to reduce the frequency of a number of 

competing routes to reflect the changes in patronage and ensure that the routes continue to 

operate on a commercial basis. We see no change in the frequencies of longer trunk bus 

routes which serve the main locations on the tram extension. 

5.92 The main demand on this route is not end to end journeys given the options to change to rail 

or the existing metro line on route but rather a series of overlapping local demands which are 

unlikely to divert directly to tram due the distance at which the route is from the Metro line. 

Therefore the main competing routes include: 

 Route 74 currently a 5 minute frequency. This is a major competing route to the Metro 

Scheme and as such passenger numbers will be significantly affected. For the purposes of 

this business case it has been assumed that this route will drop to a 10 minute frequency 

resulting in a saving of 6 vehicles. 

 Route 87 current peak hour frequency of 8 minutes For the purposes of this business case 

it has been assumed that this route will drop to a 15 minute frequency resulting in a 

saving of 3 vehicles. 
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 X96 has a range of functions in the Merry Hill and Dudley area.  The effect of a direct tram 

route from Merry Hill and Dudley would allow this route to be split into two sections 

Wren’s Nest (Upper Gornal) to Dudley and Stourbridge to Brierley Hill.  For the purposes 

of this business case it has been assumed that changes to this route will result in saving of 

2 vehicles  

 Between Dudley and Brierley Hill there it has been assumed that route 81 will be curtail at 

Dudley.  This will result in the saving of 1 vehicle. 

 In order to address the need for a service to link to the tram from the Tipton area it has 

been assumed that a the new collector service will be developed replacing routes 22 and 

42. For the purposes of this business case it has been assumed that these changes will 

result in a Net saving of 3 vehicles.   

 Given the current competition on route 43 It has been assumed that the implementation 

of the metro scheme will result in a decrease in frequency  resulting in a further reduction 

of 3 vehicles from the network. 

5.93 These network changes have been included in the transport modelling and therefore the net 

passenger benefits are included in the TUBA outputs. 

5.94 Overall, as a direct response to the competition associated with the metro scheme and the 

resultant reductions in patronage on competing services it has been assumed that the bus 

operators will reduce their vehicle fleet in the vicinity of the scheme by 18 vehicles in order 

to remain commercially viable. 

5.95 The typical cost of deploying a single vehicle on local bus services based on industry standard 

indices6 is circa £130,000 per annum. With an operator profit margin this suggests that 

£140,000 per annum per bus in revenue is required for a sustainable operation.   This 

indicates that operational savings up to £2,340,000 (18 x 130,000) could be taken into the 

financial and economic appraisals at current (2016) prices. This equates to £44.7 million over 

the 60 year appraisal period in 2010 prices and values.  

5.96 The Bus Operator Impacts are discussed further in Appendix B.   

Generated Trips 

5.97 The PRISM model does not take account of new trips that may be undertaken as a result of 

the metro extension. These ‘generated’ trips do not come from other modes but are 

considered to be new journeys on the network. 

5.98 Previous experience indicates that this extra demand can uplift the metro patronage 

between 5% - 10%, depending on the peak. This is likely to have a significant impact on the 

benefits generated by the scheme.  

5.99 The TUBA user and revenue benefits for specific sectors in close proximity to the metro route 

have been uplifted by 5% in the AM and PM peaks and 10% in the Inter Peak.  The benefits 

have only been uplifted for sectors along the new metro extension where a new trip may be 

generated by the scheme. The sectors which have experienced an uplift in benefits are 

shown in light and dark green in Figure 5.6.  

                                                           

6 CPT Cost Indices 
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Figure 5.6: Generated Trips: Catchment Area 
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 Value for Money 
COST BENEFIT APPRAISAL TABLES 

6.1 This section presents key economic outputs contained in the Analysis of Monetised Costs and 

Benefits table. In accordance with latest TAG guidance, three variations of the AMCB table 

have been provided in this section: 

 Level 1 assessment: initial BCR focusing on user benefits and assuming a fixed land use 

scenario. 

 Level 2 assessment: adjusted BCR reflecting wider economic impact benefits assuming a 

fixed land use scenario 

 Level 3 assessment: adjusted BCR assuming a different land use scenario which reflects 

dependent development and associated land value uplift benefits (regeneration benefits) 

Level 1 Assessment 

6.2 Table 6.1 presents the full AMCB table and presents the initial BCR. This is based user 

benefits and greenhouse gas benefits derived from TUBA and accident benefits derived from 

COBALT. The costs include both operational costs and infrastructure costs.  

6.3 In this scenario the scheme has a benefit to cost ratio of 1.16. 

Table 6.1: Level 1 Net Present Value and Benefit to Cost Ratio 

 £’000 (2010 PRICES) 

Greenhouse Gases 257 

Accidents 1,115 

Smarter Choices and Travel Planning Initiatives 23,200 

Bus Initiatives 44,794 

Network Rail Maintenance Saving 3,087 

Economic Efficiency: Consumer Users (Non-Business) 270,047 

Economic Efficiency: Business Users and Providers -68,263 

Wider Public Finances (Indirect Taxation Revenues 
and HCA Contribution) 

-23,249 

Present Value of Benefits (see notes) (PVB) 250,987 

Broad Transport Budget 213,541 

Smarter Choices and Travel Planning Initiatives 3,317 

Present Value of Costs (see notes)  (PVC) 216,858 

OVERALL IMPACTS  

Net Present Value  (NPV) 34,129 

Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) 1.16 

Level 2 Assessment 

6.4 Table 6.2 presents the full AMCB table and presents the initial BCR. This is based on the core 

PVB presented in Table 6.3 and includes the wider economic impacts generated using the 

DfT’s WITA software. The costs include both operational costs and infrastructure costs.  

6.5 In this scenario the scheme has a benefit to cost ratio of 1.71. 
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Table 6.2: Level 2 Net Present Value and Benefit to Cost Ratio 

 £’000 (2010 PRICES) 

PVB 250,987 

Wider Economic Impacts 119,756 

Adjusted Present Value of Benefits (see notes) (PVB) 370,743 

Broad Transport Budget 213,541 

Present Value of Costs (see notes)  (PVC) 216,858 

OVERALL IMPACTS  

Net Present Value  (NPV) 153,885 

Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) 1.71 

Level 3 Assessment 

6.6 Table 6.3 presents a full AMCB table which takes account of Land Value Uplift. This is based 

on the core PVB presented in Table 6.3 and includes the wider economic impacts generated 

using the DfT’s WITA software and the benefits arising from the metro scheme ‘unlocking’ 

development along the corridor. The costs include both operational costs and infrastructure 

costs.  

6.7 In this scenario the scheme has a benefit to cost ratio of 2.27. 

Table 6.3: Level 3 Net Present Value and Benefit to Cost Ratio 

 £’000 (2010 PRICES) 

PVB 250,987 

Wider Economic Impacts 119,756 

Land Value Uplift 121,141 

Adjusted Present Value of Benefits (see notes) 
(PVB) 

491,884 

Broad Transport Budget 213,541 

Present Value of Costs (see notes)  (PVC) 216,858 

OVERALL IMPACTS  

Net Present Value  (NPV) 275,026 

Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) 2.27 

6.8 Appendix N provides the PA, TEE and AMCB tables in excel format. 

Appraisal Summary Table 

6.9 The full AST for the scheme is presented below. Appendix N AST table in excel format. 
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Appraisal Summary Table

Name

Organisation Midland Metro Alliance

Role Promoter/Official

Summary of key impacts

Monetary Distributional

£'000 7-pt scale/ vulnerable 

grp

18,609

Reliability impact on 

Business users

The scheme w ill have a beneficial impact on reliability for passengers sw itching mode from bus and 

car to METRO. 

Regeneration Land Value Uplift of 121m expected as a result of dependent development 121,141 

Wider Impacts Benefits of £109m expected across the West Midlands. 119,756 

Noise undertaken by ERM

Air Quality undertaken by ERM

Landscape

Tow nscape

Historic Environment

Biodiversity To be undertaken by others

Water Environment To be undertaken by others

 311,005 

Reliability impact on 

Commuting and Other users

The scheme w ill have a beneficial impact on reliability for passengers sw itching mode from bus and 

car to METRO. 

Physical activity The scheme will have little impact and therefore a detailed assessment of this element has not been 

undertaken. 

Journey quality The scheme will have a beneficial impact on journey quality for passengers switching mode from bus 

to METRO. 

Accidents Slight accident savings associated w ith reduced highw ay congeston. 1,115 

Security The scheme will have little impact and therefore a detailed assessment of this element has not been 

undertaken. 

Access to services The scheme is a crucial element in enhancing connectivity and accessibility both within the Black 

Country and between the Black Country and the wider West Midlands. In an area characterised by 

unemployment, low wages and low car ownership, a reliable and affordable public transport system 

which increases movement and connects people to area of workplaces is crucial element in promoting 

economic growth and increasing living standards. 

strong beneficial for all 

social groups

Affordability The scheme will have limited impacts on the money costs of travel. Any changes to vehicle operating 

costs will be captured in TUBA.

Severance The proposed alignment of the metro follow s an existing, disused, heavy rail line. There are existing 

footbridges in place over the heavy rail line and in some instances the quality of these footbridges 

are likely to improve as part of the design for new  stations. How ever, in general the corridor is 

poorly accessible by pedestrians and the dense vegetation does not make it easy to cross. The 

scheme creates some new  footbridges at stops along the route how ever the impact of the 

footbridges are likely to be only very slightly beneficial as crossing is already possible at street 

level at these locations. 

slight beneficial for all 

social groups

Option and non-use values The scheme is expected to enhance the local public transport netw ork and in doing so improve the 

options for those requiring access to current and future residential, commercial, and leisure sites in 

the area.

Cost to Broad Transport 

Budget

Cost to broad transport budget is £443.4 million, including infrastructure and operational costs
213,541 

Indirect Tax Revenues The scheme generates an increase in spending on untaxed public

transport w hich consequently reduces tax receipts
23,249 

The scheme will have limited significant impacts due to using a dis-used heavy rail line. A detailed 

assessment of this element has therefore not been undertaken. 

Date produced: Contact:

Name of scheme: Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Extension

Description of scheme: Extension of the Midland Metro line from Wednesbury to Brierley via Dudley Town Centre. 

strong beneficial

Impacts Assessment

Net journey time changes (£)

0 to 2min 2 to 5min > 5min

Value of journey time changes(£'000)

-68,263

Quantitative Qualitative

strong beneficial

E
nv

ir
on

m
en

ta
l slight disbenefit

neutral

Greenhouse gases Includes both highw ay and public transport emissions Change in non-traded carbon over 60y (CO2e)

E
co

no
m

y Business users & transport 

providers

The scheme results in a net benefit to public transport and highw ay users from improved journey 

times and greater choice of public transport services

 and reduction in vehicle operating costs. The scheme results in an increase in user charges, 

reflecting the higher cost of METRO compared to alternative modes. There is a private sector 

revenue benefit of £144.9m. 

slight beneficial

257
Change in traded carbon over 60y (CO2e)

270,047
strong beneficial for all 

social groups

Net journey time changes (£)

0 to 2min 2 to 5min > 5min

Value of journey time changes(£'000)

strong beneficial

P
ub

lic
 

A
cc

ou
nt

s
S

oc
ia

l Commuting and Other users The scheme results in a net benefit to public transport and highw ay users from improved journey 

times and greater choice of public transport services and reduction in vehicle operating costs. The 

scheme results in a increase in user charges, reflecting the higher cost of METRO compared to 

alternative modes. 

slight beneficial

neutral

neutral

30/05/2017

not available

not available

slight beneficial

strong beneficial

neutral

strong beneficial

Casualty Savings: Fatal - 0.2, Serious - 3.0, Slight - 21.4
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ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION FOR SCHEME 

6.10 Midland Metro is recognised as a key aspect of an integrated Rapid Transit Network, and 

future expansion along the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill corridor is identified as part of a long-

term metropolitan rail and rapid transit network. The proposed extension from Wednesbury 

to Brierley Hill via Dudley Town Centre is also the linchpin to enable economic growth for the 

area to be realised. 

6.11 In addition to supporting a broad range of national and West Midlands objectives, the 

scheme is crucial to the economic prosperity of the Black Country and district centres of 

Dudley and Brierley Hill.  It will enable the Black Country to achieve economic prosperity, 

attract businesses and increase opportunities for those on smaller incomes. The extension 

will improve accessibility to the employment opportunities in the wider West Midlands area 

ensuring the deprived areas that surround the line can access the job opportunities in these 

important and growing employment districts such as Birmingham City Centre.  It is also likely 

to benefit employers in Birmingham and Wolverhampton as the metro expands their 

employee catchment area.  

6.12 The scheme will have a positive impact on congestion which is a major issue in the Black 

Country affecting both car and bus journey times. The unreliability of highway journey times 

and high car parking prices currently act as barriers to employment for many residents of 

Sandwell and Dudley. The scheme is expected to provide a more reliable, higher quality 

mode of transport within the Black Country and between the Black Country and Birmingham. 

A journey time comparison between the Metro route and existing bus routes servicing 

Birmingham City Centre show that with the scheme in place, public transport times will 

reduce by around 50%. The scheme therefore provides an opportunity for residents to access 

employment using reliable mode of public transport. This will, in turn, reduce car usage and 

have a positive impact on air quality. 

6.13 The indices of multiple deprivation analysis, presented in the strategic case, highlights that a 

large number of LSOAs along the metro corridor fall within the most deprived quintile 

(0%<20%). The Wednesbury to Brierley Hill METRO extension have a positive impact on these 

most deprived areas. This includes Brierley Hill and Dudley town centres, the Dudley Port 

area and Great Bridge. The scheme also provides benefits to deprived areas on the existing 

metro line between Wolverhampton and Birmingham. The scheme enhances connectivity 

and provides an alternative, reliable and safe form of transport which is important for 

accessing workplaces and leisure facilities. The result is improvements to employment, social 

integration and wellbeing. 

6.14 There are several brownfield sites along the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill metro corridor 

where future development is dependent on the metro scheme coming forward. The 

presence of the metro will “unlock” these sites and significantly improve accessibility and 

connectivity to surrounding areas. This is expected to result in increases in growth and job 

creation.   

6.15 The scheme is integral to the Brierley Hill Business and Innovation Enterprise Zone. This 70 

Ha of new and regenerated business space will reflect the strategic aims of the Black Country 

Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) and will deliver up to 7,000 net new jobs, an estimated 373 

new businesses GVA Uplift of £589.7m per annum and £165m in business rates uplift over 25 

years. 
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6.16 It is also significant element of the Black Country Garden City. A prospectus has been 

produced in partnership between the Black Country LEP, local authorities and the Homes and 

Communities Agency which states that they “are working together to create new aspirational 

locations for quality housing development”. It also states there is potential for “45,000 new 

homes over a 10-year period” and “to lever £6 billion investment”. The metro is a significant 

element in delivering these houses and is needed to ensure that residents can access the job 

opportunities in important and growing employment districts in the local area and wider 

West Midlands area.  

6.17 Furthermore, the scheme is intrinsically linked to the Merry Hill Masterplan which is 

currently being developed by the site’s owners, Intu. The masterplan will significantly 

increase the scale of investment at Merry Hill and the Waterfront. As a sub-regional shopping 

and employment centre, the growth of Merry Hill will contribute to the wider regeneration of 

the area and has the potential to deliver 3,000 homes and over 300,000 sqm of commercial 

opportunities. 

6.18 In terms of HS2, The Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro scheme is a critical element of the 

HS2 Connectivity programme as it results in enhanced public transport connectivity between 

the Black Country and Birmingham.  This will ensure that the residents of Sandwell and 

Dudley have high quality access to the HS2 station at Curzon Street, and can therefore realise 

the significant economic benefits that HS2 is predicted to produce for the West Midlands 

area. It is proposed that the route will be completed as far as Birmingham by 2022 and allow 

residents of the Black Country to access the significant number of construction jobs 

associated with HS2. 
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